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The sfsr& invmtigares the feaFibilidy of mdification8 to the 
Peabo& Picture Vica6wlaty Test for lrsc with deaf siudefi~. 
A-eviouci eflorts iilwtved ~d f iCa t ions  to the test for  he purpose 
of developing ded norms. This time, kowever, we have 
imoporu#ed the we of Amarico~r Sign Language w d  a meam to 
dIow deafstudenls' sign& Ianguage knowledge tb supporr {heir 
lest prformanc~. nur, a crvss-li)sgt(trlic mediafion is proposed a8 
an appropriate way of a s s ~ s i n g  deofstudefi~' abiliy to decipher 
English vocobulq. The oraf English varukiaty rest subseguenib 
underwent tnw modf ie~ ims:  I )  word items were canverred to 
grin1 and 2) srudenrs were a 7 l d  to access a speial material 
when raking the tat. Deaf studenis cafi use ike specid rna~erial ra 
Iaok up and decipher unfamiliar English w o r k  Mih this 
mad$caiion, ASL sign equivalents are win- in a signad 
language niphabe, thus allowing deaf students IU deeode them. 
TAis p r w s  then allows deaf stud en^^ to idenriJ41 an individuai 
Englkh wd's mming and respond according&. i%e prelitnin~ty 
m I f s  of our sludy indicde ihaI elementmy-aged smdents 
d m u m 5 ~ ~ r e d  improvement In their tar  perfarmonce wkern they 
used the special material consistently. In additio~, we weumpmed 
the deafstudents'p@ommce with deaf marms. The deaf s ~ d e n ~ s  
in our S* were found fo ssrtpass the average pegom~nce of 
named deqfresults. This accws in both cases ofporricipu~ts tsing 
The resource book or rather wing it spmhgly or not af all. The 
rqarted superior pe?$~mance was achimd even though a more 
srringmi cut-afl cfiteriolr wm imposed o# students irs tke slu* 
verm the deaf norm- 11 appears our pmficipa~ts pefomed wdl, 
and the signed higarage-bawd curriculum developed and used 
wirfr these pariie@ants haw played an imporiant role in their 
mod@ed tf pe@mmce. Disctrssion of &&.re $lsdings includw 
f i k r e  dirciium h rat dmIopmertf that include deqf mdeplo' 
learning witfen English as a second language. 

The academic staadards for students in the United States bave long 
revolved around English as the primary language of inshuction. For this 



reason, English plays a central roIe in the core curriculum in public schools 
(e.g., Bennett, Finn, & Cribb, 1999; Hirsch, 1997). The majority of Americans 
learn and use English as their native language, frequently their only language. 
As a result, monolingualism best describes reading development in American 
scbools. To measure students' progress in the classroom, a number af 
standardized tests have been developed. The test developers' primary aim is to 
come up with effective measures, where test results inform teachers and 
support the cuniculm. The well-hown Pabody Picture Vocabulary Test 
(FPVI') serves as a good example. This test is used nationwide to help 
determine the individual student's knowledge of oral English vocabulary 
based on norms. This information is important to predict the student's prospect 
of achieving reading skills at grade Iwel, 

For deaf students, however, English is most likely not their first or 
native language. This is due to the status of English as a spoken language. 
Deaf students, instead, are able to become proficient in American Sign 
Language (ASL, see Singleton, Supalla, Litchfidd, & Schley, 1998 for further 
discussion on the issue of language modalities). Because deahess was once 
emeousl y treated as synonymous to language impairment, tbe notion of deaf 
students being linguistically competent is rather new. The linguistic issues for 
deaf students continue to be clouded by the impact of hearing loss when it 
comes to English. That is, hearing loss is found to be a major obstacle to deaf 
students' performance on the PPVT (Lederberg & Spencer, 2001). This 
finding may not be surprising given that ded  students do not have the 
advantage that hearing students enjoy in learning English vocabulary through 
oral (or spoken] h u r s e  at home and in school. Not having suficient 
vocabulary knowledge has had adverse effects on deaf students' reading 
performance in English (e.g., King & Qdgley, 1985). The PPVT results 
c d m  a less than desirable amount of oral English vocabulary knowledge 
among these students. The degree of bearing loss is found to play an important 
role in predicting deaf students' performance on the PPVT. That is, the more 
hearing the students have, the better hey perform on the PPVT (Bwckett & 
Maxon, 1986; Davis, Elfenbein, Schum, & Bender, 1986; Gilbarstcn & 
Kamhi, 19951.' 

What can be done about this? First, we need to understand that the 
oral to print avenue for English vocabulary is not the only way to teach deaf 
students. Print can become a primary source of learning English vocabulary 
for t h e  students, however, with the understanding that ASL provides the 
'oral language' suppon. By this, we mean deaf students must re& on ASL to 
help build a sizable English vocabulary. In order for this to occur, there would 
need to be a special writing system. The text would then enable deaf students 
to read based on how they sign (i.e., ASL), while exposing them to English 
vocabulary at the sane the. Students would also need a way to access English 
words based on ASL vocabulary knowledge, thus utilizing a cross-Iinpistic 
mediation process (Supalla, 2003). T%is type of ASL support would help to 
alleviate the impact of hearing loss and foster deaf students' reading 
developmeni in English as a second langtage. 



The eXistence of an innovative curriculum requires us to mate 
~ocabulary measures appropriate to the unique needs of deaf students. Our 
modifications to the PPVT aim at developing a tool with whicb we can make 
deaf students progress in English vocablaq more pedagogically reasonable. 
We can explore the possibility of creating national signed language-based 
norms such as deaf norms have been creaid ia the past. This constitutes a 
long-term god, but for the purpose of this paper, we focus on investigating the 
feasibility of two modifications to the PPVT. The first modification tums the 
oral test into a print version. We are aware of the effects of such changes t~ the 
test. One is that the norm deveIoped for bearing students taking the PPVT 
would not be applicable. The test is no longer oral. The other is that with 
English word items in p.tint, this task becomes more 'difficult' and decoding 
becomes essential to the modified test perfmance. 

Tbe second modification foTlows with the use of a special material to 
s1lw deaf studenfs to look up 'unfamiliar' words and decode them in ASL. 
The special material consists of an inventow of paired written English and 
ASL wards far reference putposes (that resembles a bilingual dictionary). Two 
deaf students fiom an elementary schooI that promotes the use of he 
innovative eurrjculurn were recruited for the study. Far analysis, we compared 
their performance with norms that include a large number of deaf students who 
took the print version of the PPVT. We also investigate instructions given to 
students taking the test with the special material that will maximize their ASL 
knowledge for deciphering English words in the modified test. But first, we 
need to understand how bilingualism came to influence the education of d ~ a f  
studenfs. This is followed with a discussion on the development of deaf norms 
and the print version of the PPVT prior to our study. We will point out 
limitations add lay out a rationale for actions needed to improve English 
vocabuIary testing with deaf students. 

Bili l lg~d Cornideratiom for the Education of Deaf St~denfs 
The notion of 'bilingual education' for deaf children is new and 

merits attention. In the last few decades, educators have expIored the use of 
ASL with deaf students in tbe cIassroom. This arose due to the fact that ASL 
was first recognized as a (potentially) true Janguage in the 1960's. The 
pioneering work of William C. Stokoe and his colleagues (1960; 1965) 
demonsbled that ASL has linguistic properties found in spoken languages 
woridwide. This hitial discovery led to further work by other researchers on 
the signed Imguage in ensuing years. They came to the mnclusion that ASL 
should be treated as a language in its own right (see Klima & Bellugi, 1979; 
Wilbur, 1979 for further discussion on ASL linguistic stmcture). 
ConsequentIy, new light has been shed on the well-known fact that deaf 
students struggle in the classroom, especially with English. Johnson, Liddell, 
and Erting (1989) praposed that deaf students should use ASL academicauy 
and learn English as a second language through the print form. The 
designation of English as a second language suggests that deaf students need 
to tap into their strength with ASL as a &st (or native) Ianguage. This 
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reasoning m a r s  plausible, but the additional designation of English as a 
written language for deaf students is not something we would nomaIIy do in a 
bilingual education context with hearing students. 

For clarification, we need to hstinguish oral and writfen languages. 
Engiish is displayed in both forms, whereas ASL is skictly an 'oral' language. 
Furthemore, we must understand that written language is inherently difficult 
to learn and thus, formal instruction and schooling is required (Padden & 
Hmon, 2000). Hearing students are expected to become proficient in a 
spoken language at home, and then use th is  knowledge in making a transition 
to print in school. Spoken language knowledge is essential for the purpose of 
reading development. This helps ease the difficulty posed by the Written 
language and increases a hearing student's chances of mastering the written 
language. 

During the elementary school years, hewg students begin decoding 
wurds in print and reading aloud text as part of leaming to read. The teacher 
monitors their progress hough running records and miscue malysis, f ~ r  
example. Hearing students in a second language leaning context also leam to 
read with support of a spoken language. h a review of bilingual education 
literature, Paul and Quigley (1987, p. 145) noted the strong rdationship of oral 
and print modes m two languages as follows: 

1. Instruction in early grades is in L1 [the f ~ s t  language]. 
2. Reading is introduced in L1 after oral proficiency is 
established. 
3. Intensive instructi w is given in L2 [the second language]; 
L1 may be used to teach L2; by this time, mading may be 
established in L1. 
4. Reading in 22 is introduced after oral praficiency in L2 
is established. 

It should be made clear that there is some dispute witbin the bilingual 
education context over whether second language reading instruction should 
wait until oral language skills are developed or rather occur simultaneously 
with the development of oral language skills (McLaughlin, 1985). However, 
the importance of oral Imguage skills c m o t  be ignored in either case. The 
process concerning oral and print modes is repeated between the two 
languages. Spanish-speaking hearing children, for example, leam to read in 
Spanish by relying on the spoken form and then transferring skills to English. 
They understand the function of phonetic skills in Spanish and begin to apply 
these skills when learning English. They can proceed with decoding English 
words. They also read English text aloud as part of their bilingual learning 
experience. Equally important, their exposure to spoken Eaglish accurs 
simultaneously and supports the learning process involved. 

AIthough attempts have been made to develop a writing system for 
ASL (enabling deaf students to deveIop reading skills in the signed language, 
see Priaz & Strong, 1998 for a review of ASL writing systems with 
educational considerations), the gap ta learning English remains la~ge. As deaf 
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students learn to read in ASL (if possible), they do not have the physical 
capacity to develop a g ~ o d  understanding of sound access to English words. 
?%is includes the inability to read English text aloud when they & not know 
how to 'sign' in English. They instead sign in ASL, whereas English text 
requires speaking. It is important for a student to experience rnatchmg the text 
with what they know in English, but this causes difficultks for deaf students. 
In addition, they do not leam English through its spoken fm, which hampers 
the application to reading. 

For these reasons, action is needed to close the gap between ASL and 
English. Supah, Wix, and McKee (2001) argue for the development and use 
of special tools and a process with the puxpose of linking ASL to written 
English. Gloss is one of these tools; and it becomes the intermediary system in 
which deaf students are able to develop readiag skills with English words, 
however, written according to ASLts morpho-syntactic structure. UnIike 
almost a11 other tra&tional writing systems that represent one language, gloss 
is a hybrid of hvo languages, ASL and English. Gloss is designed to bring the 
two languages closer to  each other, so that deaf students can learn written 
English as a second language in an effective manner. The benefits of gIoss are 
two-fold. First, deaf students could read text in the language they already 
h o w  (i.e., ASL). These students c d d  focus on developing reading skills 
when sentences are consistent wifb how they sign. Second, the spelling and 
orthography of gloss clse1y resemble English text. Many English words serve 
as roots in the gloss text This helps deaf students W e  an initial transition to 
written English, once they develop a strong sense of familiarity made possible 
through gloss. 

As deaf students learn to read with gloss text that matches how they 
sign, they still need additional support. Comparative analysis is a process that 
helps deaf students complete the transition from gloss to written English, 
Translation exercises presented in gloss and re- Englisb texts showcase 
simiIarities and diffwences between ASL and English, and serve as a basis for 
teaching English. Deaf students can take advantage of the stmcturaI 
similarities as expected between any two languages, and their teachers can 
target specific structural properties not found in ASL (but present in English). 
This includes the vocabulary domain as some wmds may appear in the English 
text, but not in the translated version of ASL in the gloss format. Such English 
vocabuIary requires explicit instruction to ensure that deaf students mask the 
words that have no ASL equivalence (see Supalla, McKee, & Blackbum, 2004 
for further discussion on structural comparison and lranspsuency issues 
associated with gloss and regular EngIish texts). Teaching English revolves 
wound this approach, and it occurs simultaneously with leaning to lead in 
English. However, the comparative analysis component discussed thus far 
does not address the challenge associated with decoding. Heating students 
would 'sound out' the words and make associations with their spoken 
language howledge. Desf students still need a way to decipher the individual 
glosses (as they are essentially English). 
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Even though the glosses are written accordmg ta English's spelling 
and orthography, deaf students can 'sign out' the words as part of the cross- 
linguistic mediation process. This is made possible via another ASGbased 
literacy tool. The resource book is presented in a two-part series, Level 1 and 2 
(the k t  for use with kinde~garbers and 1st graders and the second for 2nd 

. and 3rd graders). Both levels rely on the use of an ASL alphabet (ASGphabet) 
developed for the purpose of writing sips. A set of graphemes (totaling 32) 
represents the three basic 'phonological' categories of ASL signs: handshapes, 
locations, and movments. Graphemes representing each of ~ e s e  categories 
are written and combined in a string, and function as a written ASL sign (see 
Supalla, Wix, & McKee, 2001 for an example of written signs). 

In The resource book, ASLIEnglish word pairs are organized 
alphabetically. It is important to note that when a deaf student wants to write 
an English word, but does not know its spelling, the student needs to know the 
ASL-phabet's distinct ordering of letters. This way, the deaf student can use 
Tke resource book to look up a sign, and Iocate the corresponding English 
word. This ASGto-English section constitutes one half of The ramrce book. 
In the second half of the book, a deaf student can decipher an unfamiliar 
English word while reading gloss text. The student would Iook up h e  ward via 
its glass spelling, and then decode its corresponding ASL grapbeme string to 
came up with the sign for the ward. This constitutes the English-to-ASL 
section of The resource book. 

Ths Peabody Picture Vocabuhry Test 
The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test has Iong been used in the 

United States, Canada, and other countries as well. The primary intention of 
using the PPW is to measwe a student's (standard) English oral vocabulary 
skills wunn & Z)uan, 1981 ; Jon-, 1982; Kipps & Hanson, 1983; Maddux, 
1999). The PPVT has been used in schools, as it is easy for educators to 
administer and assess. The procedure to admmister the PPVT is quite simple. 
There is no time limit for taking the test; although the test usually takes about 
10 to 15 minutes to administer, depending on the student's vocahhy 
knowledge. The PPVT test plate includes four black and white sketched 
pictures far each item, with one being the correct answer. The tester first sets 
up he test plate where the student is able to see the pictures. The tester 
verbally speaks the target word; the student bars this word, and responds by 
pointing to the corresponding test item picture, 

A basal b established for the PPVT after 8 consecutive correct 
responses. The test continues until the student makes 6 errors out of 8 
consecutive i t m ,  where a ceiling is established. At this point, the test 
admisixation stops. When the student produces fiquent emrs in sequence, 
the test administrator begins to suspect that the student is nearing his limit. The 
PPVT has norms for age appropriate performance on the vocabulary test. With 
this information, the tester can evaluate the student's vocabulary knowledge in 
relafion to the grade that he is in at school. Ifthe student falls below the norm, 
it should raise concern regarding boosting the student's level of oral English 



vocabulary knowledge. This test function and scoring criteria are used in all 
three versions of the PPVT developed to date? At this point, we can see how 
the PPVT has been developed for hearing students. The test's presentation of 
English vocabulary in the speech made requires intact hearing on the part of 
students. 

Development of Deaf Norms 
In the field of deaf education, one research team decided to engage m 

a different course of test administr~tion with the PPVT. The target words were 
presented in the print form instead of spoken. A study conducted on deaf 
students' performance with the print mode of the PPVT was done by For& 
(1977) and later by the same researcher along with Bunch (i.e., Bunch & 
Forde, 1987). They stucbed the PPVT in the print mode with students from two 
residentid schools for the deaf in the province of Ontario, Canada. These 
researchers implemented a print letter sim of 1/2 inch for each w o ~ d  item in 
the PPVT. Forde proceed4 with administering the test to 342 deaf students to 
develop norms. There were two components of Forde's study: I) the PPVT 
was administered to deaf students in 7tl1 grade classes from 1969-1975, and 2 )  
the same procedure was used in two elementary schools (this time with first 
grade to seventh grade students) from 1973- 1974 to the spring of 1 975. 

Fordt began his study by setting up a norm based on grade level and 
deaf shudents' average raw scores on the PPVT's two forma, A and B. He 
categorized deaf students into seven different grades (l* to 7" grades). As a 
resuIt, the deaf norms were established according to grade levels. One can see 
the mean score increasing fiorn one grade level to the next in Table I .  

Table 1: Deaf Norms with the PPVT 

Number of F~cipants  Mean Scores 

Grade 

Fist Grade 
Second Grade 
Third Grade 
Fourth Grade 
Fifth Grade 
Sixth Grade 
Seven& Grade 

Form A Form B 

It is important to note that Forde (1 977) set the norm for deaf students 
by scaling back the criterion for the students taking the test. That is, the 
researcher modified the PPVT by changhg its error criterion for ceiling points. 
Fork explained that 6 errors out af a string of 8 consecutive items was too 
strict for deaf students. and would deflate their scores. Thus, 6 out of 8 m w  
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(for the ceiling) was changed to 12 out of I8 emom. With this modification, 
Forde f m d  that deaf students in the study did develop vocabulary 
progressiveIy across grades, however they did so in plateaus. 

Fmde (1977) responded to the introduction of the PPVT-R (a revised 
version of the PPVT), by conducting a second pilot study with Bunch in 1987, 
using the new version. Similar to the h t  study, the goal of their pilot study 
was to get noming iaFmation on the PPVT-R for deaf students. They 
studied I02 deaf students from the ages of 4;7 to 14;6 from the same schools 
in Canada. They f01Iowed the same procedure administering the test as was 
done with the original work. 

Bunch and Forde (1987) reported the deaf norm for the PPVT-R 
based on their students' raw scores that allowed them to create a mean score 
for each age category. The cumputations across the ten age categories show a 
constant increase in deaf students' performance on the PPVT-R's two farms, L 
and M, except for the last age category. That is, deaf studenb in the age range 
of 13;7 and i4;6 performed worse than (he preceding age group. TabIe 2 
sbows the mrnputatims, this time, based on age categories. 

Table 2: Deaf Norms with the PPVT-R 

Number of Mean Scores 
Partici pmts 

Bunch and Forde (1987) mentioned in their study with the PPVT-R 
that the plateau effect was repeated. They made three conclusions: 1) deaf 
students take longer to pass through English vocabulary acquisition stages; 2) 
the PPVT-R is a good mesure for hearing students and not for deaf students; 
and 3) the effect of slow and uneven lexical develogment may refled an 
inadequate educational approach adopted for deaf students. Bunch and Forde 
reported that the third conclusion may be untenable as they explained that deaf 
students had undergone an. educational reform where signing was adopted in 
the classroom, During the time of Forde's study, signing was not allowed in 
the clessroom. However, the results remained basically the same even after 
signing became part of the curriculum. 



It is interesting to nofe that the PPVT studies discussed above do not 
consider ASL or how it can, in fact, support deaf students' pdommce with 
English vocabulary. This may very wdl underlie the inadequacy of 
educstiond approaches adopted for deaf students. Historically, the field of 
deaf education has been occupied witb different communication strategies; one 
focusing on teaching students to speak and the otha encouraging them to sign 
in the classroom (Brrynton, 1993; Benderly, 1980). The pedagogical use of 
ASL, a linguistically valid language, has essentiaHy been avoided as 
communication modes are confined to English. At the time of the study 
conducted by Bunch and Forde, the notion of bilingualism with for deaf 
students was beginning to emerge in deaf education. The Deaf Ontario Now 
movement in Canada actualIy took place afterwards, and it led to the official 
recognition of ASL as the language of deaf people in Ontario in I993 (Carbin, 
1996). 

THE STUDY 

Up to this point, it is clear the PPVT and PPVT-R have been 
administered to deaf students without support &om ASL. The cutriculum in 
the schools for the deaf is best described as monolingual or English. Fotde and 
Bunch (1987) engaged in the test modification studies during a time when 
ASL-based literacy tools were not yet devised. For us, we believe that the 
results may differ for deaf students if they are able to link the English words to 
their knowledge in ASL. Students would need to experience reading gloss 
texts and using IXe resource book to develop vocabulary in English. They dso 
could engage in comparative analysis to ensure that they learn translation 
skills effectively. The testing takes place with the understanding that its 
administration is in the print mode. More importantly, deaf students must be 
allowed to use Tke resource book. This is especidly true when deaf students 
are young and rely M the decoding mechanism to a great exextent. 

The PPVT-R is used in our study, as this edition improved its test 
quality as compared to the PPVT. At the time of the study, we were not sure 
what kind of insfruction is b& for the use of The resource book with tbe 
PPVT-R. %s addresses the first question of whether testing instruction results 
in deaf studem using Tke resome book more effectively. We are interested 
in how long it takes to complete the test and whether deaf students understand 
how Lo take the test. A second research question follows related to their 
performance based on two different instructions. Compared to deaf n m s ,  we 
can determine the benefit, if any, for deaf students who use Tke rarource book 
when taking the PPVT-R 

MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES 

Test Design 
There were two modifidons made to the PPVT-R. The fmt 

modiKcation was to list the English words in the print form, rather than 



spoken. This modification is s i m i k  to what Forde and Bwch did in their 
studies. Instead of using index cards, all the target words &om the test were 
inputted into a computer. The deaf students read the hdividuaI words on the 
computer screen, one by one. The word list was stored on the computer using 
PowerPoint softw~e, with a letter font size of 84 points. 

The second modification to the PPVT-R was the provision of 7 % ~  
resource book. Deaf students using this tool would be able to identify 
unfamiliar English words in the PPVT-R witb their howledge in ASL. For 
example, if a deaf student encountered the word, "reading" and if is unfamiliar 
to him, he cwld first find the word listed dpbabetically in ine resource book. 
Then he would identify the word's corresponding ASL equivalent written in 
the ASL-phabet, and decode the print word into an ASL sign. A guide book 
version of The resome book was utilized in the adrmnistration of the test. 
This version includes a totaI of 572 ASLEngfsh word pairs (listed cm 49 
pages). It is smaller in volume as compared to The resource book series. Of the 
572 ASIJEnglish pairs listed in the guide book, approximately 50% are 
English words appearing in the test. The rest are randomly selected from 7'he 
American heri~age c h i l d r ~ ~  's dictionary (1 997 ). This combination of target 
and nm-target English words creates a mixtwe in the guide book. 

We took advantage of the fael tbat the PPVT-R has two forms. With 
Fom L, deaf students were instructed to use The resource book as needed. In 
this case, the use of The resource book was optional, or rather at the discretion 
of the students. With Form M, deaf students wme instructed to use The 
rmuurce book at all times. They were told to use The resource book every 
time they saw a new English word in the test. 

Deaf students taking the PPVT-R are expected to encounter a small 
number of English words that do not have an ASL equivalent, and axe thus not 
listed in The resource book. There were six such vocabulary items tbd did not 
have ASLdEnglish equivalents, and they were scattered throughout the L and 
M word lists (i.e., 2 i tem and 4 items respectively). The students were 
informed about the possibility that The resource bookmay not provide an ASL 
equivalent for every word on the test. With this information, h e  students were 
prepared and could guess u to the English word's meaning when there was no 
ASL equivalent. 

In administering the PPVT-R, deaf students were given Form L and 
M several days apart, The students' performance on Form L was recorded on 
videotape to capture their test-taking behavior. No videohpmg was conducted 
for Form M as the students were instructed to use The resource book at a11 
times. On both forms, the ETVT-R's test book was used which depicted four 
pictures on a test page. The test book was not modified, dthough The resource 
book and computer were usd. The deaf student took the test sitting in front of 
the computer. The test bodk was locahd on the table beside ihe computer and 
in h n t  of the student and the tester. The resource book was placed on the left 
side of the test book. The student was instructed to read the English word on 
the screen, and then point to its correspondjag picture in the test book. 
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The PPVT-R uses 8 consecutive correct answers to establish a basal 
md 6 out of 8 consecutive errors to establish the ceiling (which differs from 
the Forde (1977) and Bunch and For& (1987) studies). The m a e d  test we 
administered adopted the original. PPVT-R's basal and ceiling as developed. 
There was a difference, however, in determining the starting paint m the 
English word list. In our study, the s ta rbg  point is based on 1 It2 to 2 years 
below the deaf student's age, instead of at he age of the student as proposed in 
the. PPVT-R's manual. In order to establish a basal, the tester can regress in the 
list, if n d e d .  

Subjects 
The students in the study attended an elementary school that 

implements a program using ASL-based literacy tools including The resource 
book. These students possessed knowledge of the ASL-phabet. This is critical 
to the administration of ow modified PPVT-R. This means the students in our 
study could translate the target English words in the test after decodiw the 
s i p  equivalent written in the ASL-phabet. 

Originally, a total of four students met the eligrbiljty criteria. The 
students were all profoundly deaf (since birth), and they possessed ASL as 
their native language. They had either deaf or hearing parents who used ASL 
at home and participated in deaf community activities. The students' signed 
language proficiency was identified through the American Siga Language 
Proficiency Assessment (Maller, Singleton, Supdla, & Wix, 1 997). They were 
ranked as fluent signers. However, two students w m  removed h m  the study. 
One student did not folIow the insimctions critical to the test. With the second 
student, an error was made in the test administration and m ceiling was 
established (on Form L}. Thus two deaf students remained in the study. Both 
students are hales;  the first deaf student is Lucy (pseudonym) age 6;ll and 
the second is Barb meudonym) age 9; 1 I. 

It is important to note that the two remaining students in the study 
have some differences in their educational experiences. Lucy enrolIed at the 
school when she was four yean 014 and had been at the school for t h e  years 
when she took the PPVT-R. Barb (who is three years older tha Lucy) had 
been at the school for only two years, when she transferred from another 
educational program where ASL-based literacy tools and a process of 
becoming proficient in written English as a second language were not used. 
These differences cannot be controlled due to the srnall number of students 
available for the study. Nevertheless, these differences wiIl be subject to later 
disoussian. 

Coding and AnaIysis 
During the PPVT-R adminishfim, the t e s t a  timed Lucy and Barb's 

perfomanm on both Form L and M. The tester also used a checklist for 
administering botb forms. Information noted on the checklist includes name of 
student, chr~mIogica1 age, begin and end times for t h ~  test, item number, 
vocabuIaq item, name of tester, test response, errors, and raw score. The Form 
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L checklist that was developed for the PPVT-R was adopted without any 
change. There was one change, however, made for tbe Form M checklist. On 
Form M, a coiumn was added to allow the tester to indicate whether or not 7A.e 
resource book was used. 

After the test administration, the checklist is used to compute the 
PPVT-R raw score. It is calculated by establishing a basal and a ceiling, and 
then subtracting the errors produced within the basal and ceiling. The raw 
scwe for Lucy and Barb with the PPVT-R is campared with Forde and 
Bunch's (1 987) raw swre average for the corresponding subject age categories 
of 6;7-7;6 and 9;7-10;6. The checklist developed provides information on how 
each of these students performed with The resource book based on the answers 
they produced. The frequency of Lucy and Barb's use of The resource book is 
subject to analysis. The videotape of both students (done on Form L only) 
provides descriptive data on how they engaged in the cross-linguistic 
mediation task with the t&t items. 

RESULTS 

The data analysis produced r d t s  with respect to the two questions 
raised in this study. First, we will discuss how the different test instructions 
affected the use of Tkg resource book. Second, we wiU see how the two 
students, Lucy and Barb performed in comparison with the deaf norms. 

A Comparison of the Form L and M Instructions 
On Form L, Lucy and Barb appeared to understand the test 

instructions to use Tke resouwe book as needed. However, both either used 
2% resource book sparsely or not at all dduring the PPVT-R administratioo. 
Lucy needed 20 minutes to complete the test, She responded to a total of 42 
English words, and used The resource book two tirnw. Barb, on h e  other 
hand, did not use Tke resource book for my of the 20 English wards that she 
encountered, and needed 20 minutes to complete the test. There was one 
Enasb word that she tried to identify through The m u r c e  book below the 
basal. 

During the administration of Form L, Lucy's successful cross- 
linguistic mediation process with h e  English word *'tyingn was captured an 
videotape. Sbe first saw the target word on the computer screen and then 
Iaoked it up in Tke resource book. She scanned the page for the gloss, TYING. 
She then looked at the string of ASL graphemes next to the gloss. Lucy first 
recognized the location symbol which represents where the sign is produced. 
Jn this case, it was in the signing space (in front of the signer). She then looked 
at the next two handshape symbols and farmed the appropriate haadshapes 
with her hands. Bofh bandshapes were identical, with extended and bent index 
finger and thumb touching each other by tbe tip for both hands. She looked 
back to the string of ASL graphemes for TYING to check w the movement 
symbols. They represent a complex set of movements required for the sign: 
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circular, lefl and rigbt, and repeated.3 It was then that Lucy fully decoded the 
written sign and poinfed to the correct illustration. 

On Form M, the results were different in regard to the use of The 
resource book. Lucy used me raource book at times. For this reason, she 
required more time and needed mo separate administrations to complete the 
test; the first required 22 minutes and another 19 minutes to complete the test. 
The total time spent on administering the test was 41 minutes. Lucy looked up 
a toel of38 words using TRe resource book. She produced 30 correct answers 
out of the 38 vocabulary items (or 72%). She could not identify 8 English 
words &er reading the ASL equivalents in The rauurce book. 

Barb, on the other hand, did not use The rarource book at all times, 
but rather most of the h e .  As with Lucy, she needed more time and two 
separate administrations to complete the te~l .  The first required 12 minutes and 
another 19 minutes to complete the test. The total time spat on the test was 3 1 
minutes. Barb looked up a totaI of 51 words using The resource book out of 59 
vocabulary items (or 86%). With the 51 words, she produced 32 correct 
answers (or 62%). She could not identify 19 English words after reading the 
ASL equivalent in Tke resource book This computation indicates that Barb 
did not perform as we11 as Lucy with Tke resource book. 

A Comnarison with the Deaf Norms 
Both Lucy and Barb demonstrated strong performances on the PPVT- 

R as mmpased with the same-age deaf norms. Oa Form L, Lucy began the test 
at the first vocabulary item, bus. She reached the ceiling at the 42nd 
vocabulary item, vegetable. A basal for this student was never estabIished, and 
she had a totaI of 15 errors. Based on this computation, Lucy's raw scare was 
27. In comparison to Bunch and Forde's study (19871, the average raw score 
for a deaf student aged 6;7 to 7;6 was 17.56. Lucy's raw score surpassed the 
noted average by 54%. 

On Form M, L u ~ y  began the test at the 10th vocabulary item, 
reading. She reached the ceiling at the 49th vocabulary item, win.  Unlike on 
Form L, a basal was established for Lucy with a total of R errors. Baed an this 
computation, her raw score was 41. In the same age category in Bunch and 
Forde's study, tbe average ~ a w  score on Form M was 20.44. Lucy's raw score 
surpassed the noted average by 100%. 

Barb perfbrmd similarly on fonns L and M. On Form L, she began 
?he test at the 44th vocabulary itern, dripping. She reached the ceiling at the 
63rd vocabulary item, signal. A basal for this student was established with a 
total of 5 errors. Based OD this computation, her raw score was 58. In 
comparison to Bunch and Forde's study, the average raw score for a deaf 
student aged 9;7 to 10;6 was 42.13. Barb's raw score surpassed the noted 
average by 38%. 

On Fom M, Barb began the test at the 30th vocabdary item, whale. 
She reached the ceiling at the 906h vocabulary item,  ripl let. A basal was 
established for Barb, and she had a totd of 20 errors. Based on this 
computation, her raw score was 70. In the same age category in Bunch and 
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Fade's study, the average raw score for Form M was 43. Barb's raw score 
surpassed the noted average by 63%. Table 3 shows raw scores (on both 
form) for the students participating in tbis study in comparison to Bunch and 
Forde's deaf norm scores. 

Table 3 : PPVT-R Raw Scares Using The resource baok, and Deaf N o m  
Com~arisons 

Student and Form 

Lucy 
Form L 
Form M 

Barb 
Form L 
F m  M 

Resource Book Deaf Norm 

When comparing Lucy's and Barb's outcomes on the PPVT-R with 
the deaf norms, it appears test instruction played an important role in 
performance. Both students used J%e resource book more effectively when 
instnrcted to use it at dl times (Form MI, as opposed to using it at their 
discretion (Form L). To explain this, it is likely tbat Lucy and Barb missed 
some items on Form L because they did not use The resource book. Without 
!he ability to decipher the words, tbey were Iess likely to point to a correct 
picture. This may have resulted in an inferior cut-off score for both students. 
However, (when required to use The resource book) the same students 
benefited as they correctly identified more vocabulary itcms, which allowed 
them to progress farther on Fom M. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The results produced based on the relationship of The resource Book 
and deaf students' performance on the PPVT-R indicates that this testing 
approach is feasible. The notion af ASL supporting deaf students' 
performance on the test is confirmed. The finding that he two students in our 
study performed best with consistent use of f i e  resource book must be taken 
into consideration. The actuaI decoding example provided for one ASL written 
sign and its resulting successful ideotification of the English word indicates 
that a similar process has occurred with other test items. The students 
concentrated on the spelling of the English word on the computer screen 
before they used The resource book. The spelling of gloss and English words 
is the same. For this reason, the students were able to scan and identify the 
gloss listed in the guide book version of The resource book. Thy utilized their 
knowledge of the English alphabet to find the correct gloss amidst more than 



500 glosses in The resource book. This is a h t  step in the cross-linguistic 
mediation process. The students then looked at h e  string of ASL graphemes 
(represmthg the ASL sign equivalent of the English word) located next to the 
gloss. There they decoded the graphemes in terms of handshape. Iocation, and 
movement. Once ihey identified the word written in ASL successfully, they 
understood the meaning of the English word. They were then abIe to identify 
the correct picture in the test 

When comparing the two deaf students in om study, it is important to 
remember b a t  they were enrolled in an elementary school where both ASL- 
based literacy tools (including The resource book) md a process of becoming 
proficient in written English as a second language was used in the classroom. 
The skills that they gained h m  this reading program were evidently put to 
good use. The younger student (Lucy) was enroll& at the school from 
kindergarten, and for a longer period of t ime than the older one (Barb). This 
may bave influenced hw performance on the PPVT-R. Their use of The 
' resource baok is of particular interest When using The resource book to 
decipher English words, the younger student is found to be more successfid 
than the oIder one, The older student struggled more when using Tke resource 
book. She did not read or decode written s i p  as fluently as the youager one. 
Fluency with the ASL-phabet is apparentIy an issue here. If the older student 
had a more lengthy experietlce in the reading program, she likely would have 
performed be!ter on the test These fmdings are valuable to a teacher who 
teaches using an ASL-based reading program. The teacher can make sure that 
!he older student becomes more skilled with the ASL-phabet through a 
remedial program. 

RecaU how Buncb and Fmde (1987) created normative data for deaf 
students taking the PPVT-R. The target English wards were presented in print, 
but deaf students took the tmt without the support of ASL (or The resource 
book). The resemcbers were forced to make less stringent criterion for cut-off 
in order to caphue progress (in plateaus) in English vocabulary development. 
In aur study, we did not adopt Bunch a d  Forde's cut-off criterion, and instead 
used the cut-off developed for hearing students. With ais in mhd# it would be 
reasonable to predict our s t u h t s  might hun in a &anal performance f a h g  
below the raw score average for deaf students. However, the two deaf students 
in our study demonstrated superior p e r f m c e  as compared to deaf norms. 
Tbey apparently had developed a saxe  of connection between ASL and 
written English, including comparative d p i s  between the two languages. h 
addition, they read gloss extensively, and it is our opinion that they learned 
how to draw on the text to capture fhe meaning of individual English words. 
Finally, they had an opportunity to use The resource book in the classroom on 
a regular basis and gained a degree of fluency in ASLphabet. We suggest that 
these reading development opportunities explain, in large part, why our 
students performed well on Form L (with little or no use of ?'Re resource Book) 
and even better on Form M (with consistent use of The rmource book). 

The results of our study also offer insights in regard to test taking 
procedure. When instructed to me The resmrce Book as needed, our students 
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did not perform as well as when they were instructed to use We resource book 
at all times. This finding indicates that good judgment on whether or not to use 
The resource book was not exercised. Another finding, that Form M required 
twice as mucb time to complete as compared to Form L, requires consideration 
as well. First, teachers must prepare students to take the modified PPVT-R 
Second, students need to understand that they should use The resource bonk 
every time they encounter an unfamilia~ English word. This would alleviate 
guessing and pointing to incorrect pictures. Tbird, students should pomt to a 
picture wben they are confident thy know the meaning of the word, ihus 
avoiding having to look it up in The resource boak. This also could save a 
significant amount of time. 

The process in which deaf students use The resource book to decipher 
English words in fbe PPVT-R should not be msidered unusual, as they are 
able to rely on ASL to facilitate access to concepts concerning English words. 
We note that hearing students learning English as a second language 
demmsmte similarities to the deaf students in our study. Hearing second 
language learners do, in fact, process in their first language when they read 
English. To develop lexical proficiency in the second language, bilinguals are 
found to 'translate' English words with their first language (Spanish, for 
example) counterparts to facilitate access to concepts. This occurs most 
ttaively during the early stages of I m i n g  English as a second language 
( K d l  & Tokowicz, 2001; de Bot & Kroll, 2002). The deaf students in our 
study are quite young and were in elementary school when they took the 
modified PPVT-R. 

We must now question the appropriateness of the previous effm in 
the modification of the PPVT and PWT-R. Had hearing students taken the 
print mode of the tests, hey would likely rely on decoding the unfamiliar 
English words. Those who learn English as a second language would do the 
same. We cannot expect deaf students to take the modified test without The 
resource book. This would be denying them a decoding mechanism afforded 
to hearing students. Moreover, hearing students learning English as a second 
language engage in &andation as they read English words. We should allow a 
similar opportunity to occur for deaf students. They can use fie resource book 
to help them translate English words into ASL signs. Of course, decoding is 
required for the written signs to ensure that deaf students read in their own 
language in order to comprehend the meaning of an English word, A cross- 
linguistic mediation process as described here is required if we intend to 
remove the adverse effects of deahess as reported in the deaf educaiion 
literature. This is a proposal worthy of investigation, albeit it beyond the scope 
pursued in this paper. 

With our small sample, we controUed for the variable of ASL 
proficiency. Both o f  our students were proficient in ASL. V e g  levels of 
ASL proficiency among d e d  students are found to influence their potential of 
reding in English (e.g., Hoffmeister, 2000; Padden & Ramsey, 2000; Strong 
& Prinz, 2000). The performance with English vocabulary (in print) is also 
influenced by how proficient deaf students are in ASL (Singleton. Morgan, 



DiGeIlo, Wiles, & Rivers, 2004). The deaf normative studies conducted by 
Forde and Bunch did not m s i d e ~  such a linguistic variable. It is bighly 
possible that deaf students who are proficient in ASL would perfom better 
than the deaf norms on the PPVT and PPVT-R as reporied. However, we 
predict that deaf students who enrol1 in an ASL-based reading program would 
demonstrate a superior performance as compared to those who did not. The 
basis for this prediction fes in the superior performance as r e p o d  for the 
two students in our study when they use The resource book consistently. We 
note that the beneficial use of The resource book witb the print mode of the 
PPVT-R is based on the assumption that deaf students know the ASL-phabet 
and are able to read written signs. Ideally, a normative study would take into 
account for both tbe provision of tbe reading program and ASL proficiency. 

At the time of ow preliminmy work, only one school in the nation 
had impIemented the ASL-based reading program. Consequently, it was from 
tbat school where the students were recruited for the study. A normative study 
will become feasible once more schools and p r o g m  serving deaf students 
commit to the provision of efictive reading instructioa We could then 
undertake a large-scale work such as Forde and Bunch. At that time, we could 
examine whether students make progress in a timely manner (i.e., one year and 
grade level annually). We understand that the origmal function of the PPVT-R 
of measuring oral English vocabulary knowledge of hearing students, but our 
aim is different. If  deaf students make appropriate progess, we can assume 
their fluency with English vocabulary in print.4 In addition, the reported case 
of a few Englisb words in the test not haviug ASL equivalents requires further 
examination for its effect on deaf students' performance and the modified 
test's effectiveness. This in~ludes considerations for how the comparative 
analysis and gloss reading components of the ASL-based reading program 
support deaf students' performance with English items in the modified PPVT- 
R. In any case, the potential test development work as described holds promise 
for measuring deaf students' curriculum-based knowledge and pragress with 
English vocabulary over time. 

ENDNOTES 

1. In one instance, Moeller, Osberger, and Eccarius (1 986) undertook a study 
witb the PPVT-R (a revised version of the PPVT) and gave particular attention 
to deaf students who signed Unlike the other studies (i.e., speech only), this 
research team explored the use of simultaneous communication while 
administering the PPVT-R. Simultaneous communication included the use of 
signed English along with speaking. The idea behind the study was that deaf 
students might perform better on the vocabulary test if tbe target words were 
signed to compensate for a lack of auditmy access to s p o h  words. Deaf 
students with profound hearing loss, for example, codd rely on signing when 
taking the test. The researchers administered the PPVT-R to 150 deaf students 
between the ages of 4;6 to 20 years old. They reported a similar outcome; that 
is, deaf students on average performed lower than the hearing norm. One 
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possible explanation for the continuing inferior performance of the signing 
deaf students with the PPVT-R lies in the fact that signed English is not a 
natural language (see Supalla & McKee, 2002 for further discussion on the 
limitations of such sign system). For this reason, deaf students fail to master 
English [including its vocabulary) through the signed mode, and their PPVT-R 
performance reflected this outcome. 
2. The original PPVT was created in 1959, and the PPVT-Revised (PPVT-R) 
was revised in 198 1 (Jongsma, 1982; Kipps & Hanson, 1983). The third 
revisions to tbe test occurred in I997 (see Dunn & Durn, 1997; Williams & 
Wang, 1997 for further discussion on the latest revisions of the PPVT or PPVT 
In). 
3. The way the deaf student participating in the study reads the written sign is 
noted. The location grapheme is frequently subject to decoding fust before 
handshape and movement. 
4. Note that we do not overIook the value of measuring oral ASL vocabulary 
knowledge mmg deaf students. Should a deaf student perform poorly on the 
modified PPVT-R using The resource book the teacher can administer an 
ASL version of the vocabulary test to determine whether this student possesses 
ASL vocabulary expected of his age, If the results include an inferior 
performance, the teacher can focus on expanding the student's vocabulary in 
order to perform better with English vocabulary in print. There appears to be 
one e x ~ 1 0  of such an ASL vocabulary test, that is, Brenda Schick's 
American Sign Language Vocabulary Test as reported in Singleton and 
Supalla's 2003 review of measures in ASL and other signed languages 
worldwide. 
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